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1.  INTRODUCTION

In designing a computer code, it is important to choose the right combination of computer language,
data structure, and the level of modularization.  In PARCS, FORTRAN was chosen as the basic language
because the compilers on various platforms are still the most advanced and optimized for scientific com-
puting. 

In the past, efficient usage of the available computer memory was the primary concern in writing a
large code. Almost all existing large computer codes used in nuclear engineering therefore used a one-
dimensional container array which was setup to be tightly packed using pointers and equivalence state-
ments. The use of the container array leads to a very complicated program which is hard to understand and
hinders the performance due to the overhead associated with evaluating the pointers. With the advances in
computer technology, the constraint on memory becomes relatively less important because many worksta-
tions are now equipped with more than 100 Mbytes of core memory. Therefore, in PARCS, the use of the
one-dimensional container array was avoided. Instead, the data is stored in common blocks which contain
multi-dimensional arrays of fixed sizes. The use of multi-dimensional common blocks of fixed sizes pro-
vides a programmer with, first of all, ease of programming (as well as ease of comprehension) and also bet-
ter performance because the relative addresses of all the variables are known to the compiler during the
compilation, and thus results in a more efficient executable. The drawback, of course, is the limitation on
the problem size that an executable can handle. This would not be significant if the range of applications
was known in advance so that sufficient variable sizes could be set. With the use of fixed-size common
blocks, another executable should be generated if the problem size is larger than the allocated space.  Here,
the array dimension is specified with the parameter statement in FORTRAN.

With the use of common blocks, it was possible to modularize the PARCS program at very fine lev-
els so that each subroutine, which performs a unique function, becomes relatively small. Because of the
fine level of modularization, the driver routines call only necessary subroutines and the logic flow in the
program can be easily understood.

In the following section, the data structure of PARCS is presented. It will describe the common
blocks containing primary variables and the parameters used to define the size of the arrays. It is followed
by the description of major subroutines of PARCS in Section 3.
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2.  DATA STRUCTURE AND VARIABLES

As discussed in the introduction, PARCS variables are stored in common blocks. Each common
block contains several scalar or array variables having similar attributes. The array variables needed
throughout the execution are defined as static multi-dimensional, with the maximum dimension limited to
three to reduce indexing overhead. Temporary arrays which are needed only once in a few subroutines are
defined dynamically and then destroyed when the subroutine is exited. 

The indexing of the multidimensional arrays coincides with the geometric node ordering. The geo-
metric ordering is represented by a pair of integers (l,k) which specifies the radial and axial node indices,
respectively. The radial node numbering is performed sequentially from left to right and then from top to
bottom. The neutronics variables are ordered plain-wise so that the first index in the pair is for the radial
node number while the T/H variables are ordered channel-wise so that the first index is for the axial plane
number. For neutronic variables that need an energy group index, the first index becomes the energy group
and it is followed by the node number pairs in the second and third dimensions. The following shows the
typical array structure of neutronic and T/H variables:

src(ng,mxnxy,mxnz) : source vector appearing on the RHS of the CMFD FSP 
psi(mxnxy,mxnz) : fission source vector
dcool(mxnzth,mxnchan) : coolant density vector

The size of the array dimension parameters noted above (ng, mxnxy, mxnz, etc.) except those for T/
H variables (mxnzth and mxnchan) are defined in a header file called param.h, while T/H dimension
parameters are defined in thparam.h. The header file param.h is read in all the subroutines by the
include statement. 

In addition to the dimension parameters, param.h contains other global information needed by all
the subroutines during the compilation. One piece of information is the precision specification. PARCS can
be compiled into either double or single precision form by properly choosing a flag defined in param.h.
The single precision version of the code runs faster than the double precision version by about 30%, and its
calculation results are almost the same as those obtained with double precision in almost all the cases.
Therefore the single precision version is recommended in practical calculations except for cases which
require very strict convergence.

In the following section, the primary parameters and flags defined in param.h are described in
detail. It is then followed by a description of the other header files which contain the common blocks with
similar characteristics. 
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2.1  param.h

The following is a partial listing of the param.h file.

In the file shown above, there are in fact not many parameters to be defined by the users. The most
important ones are those used to define the maximum size of allowed geometries: mxnxa, mxnya,
mxnz, and mxsub. mxnxa and mxnya defines the maximum number of assembly nodes (including the
radial reflector) in the x- and y-directions, respectively, while mxnz defines the maximum number of
planes. The header file above therefore defines a maximum assembly node structure of 40x40x30. mxsub
defines the maximum number of subdivisions of an assembly node in a radial direction. When mxsub is
greater than one, an assembly node consists of many neutronic nodes. The present one defines a maximum
of 2x2 radial nodes/assembly. Hence the maximum neutronics problem size can be 80x80x30.

mxnpr, mxncomp, and mxdelc define the maximum number of planar regions, assembly compo-
sitions, and control rod compositions, respectively. The planar region is used to define a plane that has a

c file name = param.h - global parameters; this header is read in by
c                       all subroutines.

#define DBL
#ifdef DBL
      implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
#endif

      integer mxnxa, mxnya, mxnxya, mxnz, mxsub, mxnx, mxny
     +,       mxnxy, mxnxp1, mxnyp1, mxnzp1, mxnx2, mxnx2m1
     +,       mxnx4m1, ng, mxnpr, mxncomp, mxncrb, mxnprec
     +,       mxdelc, mxdomx, mxkin, mxnsets, NBF, NBI
      logical TRUE, FALSE
      real cinf, zero, one, half, big
      integer ndecgrp
#ifdef DBL
      parameter (NBF=8,NBI=4)
#else
      parameter (NBF=4,NBI=4)
#endif
      parameter (mxnxa=20,mxnya=20,mxnxya=mxnxa*mxnya)
      parameter (mxnz=30)
      parameter (mxsub=2) !mxsub=max. number of sub intervals/assy
      parameter (mxnx=mxnxa*mxsub,mxny=mxnya*mxsub)
      parameter (mxnxy=mxnx*mxny)
      parameter (mxnxp1=mxnx+1,mxnyp1=mxny+1,mxnzp1=mxnz+1)
      parameter (mxnx2=mxnx*2,mxnx2m1=mxnx2-1)
      parameter (mxnx4m1=mxnx2m1+mxnx2)
      parameter (ng=2,mxnpr=mxnz,mxncomp=500,mxncrb=20)
      parameter (mxnprec=6,mxdelc=500)
      parameter (mxdomx=8)
      parameter (mxkin=mxncomp)
      parameter (mxnsets=100)
      parameter (ndecgrp=6)
      parameter (TRUE=.true.,FALSE=.false.)
      parameter (cinf=1.0e30,zero=0,one=1,half=0.5,big=cinf)
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unique distribution of material composition. When the nodal cross sections have burnup dependence, these
two parameters should be sufficiently large.  In addition, mxncrb is used to define the maximum number
of control banks in the core.

The define directive defines the precision. If DBL is defined, the double precision version is
obtained, otherwise the single precision version is compiled. In order to use the define and ifdef
directives which allow conditional compilation, the FORTRAN file names have the extension of .F such
that the C preprocessor can be used.

2.2  Common Block Header Files

All header files except param.h contain one or more common blocks. Table 2.1 through Table 2.7
describes the header files, which are grouped according to their attributes, and primary variables.  For the
variable names in the tables, integers begin with a character in the range of i-n, and reals begin with a char-
acter outside this range.  Logical variables are identified by flag in the variable description.

Table 2.1: Header Files for General Control and Geometry

Name Header file 
Description Primary Variables Variable Description

cntl.h Problem execution 
control parameters

iptype problem type

fdbk, tran feedback and transient flag

decheat decay heat flag

ixesmopt Xe/Sm option

rstrt, rsttime flag to perform restart and time 
step to begin the restart transient

ppm core-averaged boron concentration

popt(10) print option

files.h I/O file names and 
units

filename(20) UNIX files names for I/O

ioutp, irstin, irstout, 
isum, icrho, ifbrho

file unit #’s for: output file, input 
restart file, output restart file, sum-
mary file, react. and kin. param 
file, and feedback react. file
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geom.h geometry parameters nx, ny, nz number of nodes in x-, y-, z-direc-
tions

nxs(mxny+1) 
nxe(mxny+1)

starting and ending x-coordinates 
of the core region for each y-
coord. 

nodel(-1:mxnxp1,
         -1:mxnyp1)

radial node index (l) correspond-
ing to the x- and y-coordinate

ltox(-mxnx2m1:mxnxy+
        mxnx2)
ltoy(-mxnx2m1:mxnxy+
        mxnx2)

x- and y- coord. of a radial node 
number l

hx(0:mxnx+1)
hy(0:mxny+1)
hz(0:mxnz+1)

mesh sizes in x-, y-, and z-direc-
tions, cm

volnode(mxnxy,mxnz) volume of a node, cm3

itrcntl.h iteration control 
parameters

nodal nodal calculation flag

noutmax, ninmax maximum number of outer and 
inner iterations

epseig, epsl2, epsr2 input convergence criteria for 
eigenvalue, global fission source, 
and residual

flageig, flagl2, flagr2 convergence flag for eigenvalue, 
global fission source, and residual

eigv, errl2, r2 eigenvalue, l2 error norm, and 
residual norm

targetk target k-eff for CBC search

Table 2.1: Header Files for General Control and Geometry
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Table 2.2: Header Files for Cross Sections and Control Rods

Name Header file 
Description Primary Variables Variable Description

xsec.h cross section data ppmref, tmref, dmref, 
tfref

reference ppm, moderator temper-
ature, moderator density, and Dop-
pler temperature

sigtr(ng,mxncomp)
siga(*), signf(*) 
sigkf(*), sig12(*)1

composition dependent transport, 
absorption, ν-fission, κ-fission, 
and down-scattering macro cross 
sections

dsigtr(4,ng,mxncomp)
dsiga(*), dsignf(*) 
dsig12(*)1

composition-dependent cross sec-
tion derivatives

delcontr(ng,mxdelc)
delcona(*), delconnf(*) 
delconkf(*), 
delcon12(*)1

rod cross section deltas

xstr(ng,mxnxy,mxnz)
xst(*), xsa(*), xsnf(*)
xskf(*), xss(*)1

nodal cross sections for transport, 
removal, absorption, ν-fission, κ-
fission and scattering

xstd(ng,mxnxy,mxnz) removal cross section at the time 
of most recent nodal update

rvdelt(ng,mxnxy,mxnz) 1 over v∆t

betap(mxnxy,mxnz) prompt neutron fraction

xesm.h Xe/Sm cross section 
data

rni(mxnxy,mxnz), 
rnxe(*), rnpm(*), 
rnsm(*)1

number density for I-135, Xe-135, 
Pm-149, and Sm-149

sigxea(ng,mxncomp), 
sigsma(*)

composition-wise micro cross sec-
tion for Xe-135 and Sm-149

dsigxea(4,ng,mxncomp),
dsigsma(*)

composition-wise feedback partial 
micro for Xe-135 and Sm-149

dcontxea(ng,mxdelc),
dcontsma(*)

control rod partial micro for
Xe-135 and Sm-149 

xsxea(ng,mxnxy,mxnz),
xssma(*)

nodal macroscopic cross section 
for Xe-135 and Sm-149
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1 * means the same array structure as the first one defined in the cell

cntrod.h control rod data ncrb, nstrod number of control rod banks and 
number of stuck rods

lwropt BWR or PWR control rod option

crbpos(mxncrb) control rod bank position

crbdens(mxnxya,mxnz) control rod fraction of a node

partroh.h rod cusping correc-
tion variables for par-
tially rodded nodes

nprod, nfine number of partially rodded nodes
and number of fine meshes per 
coarse node

ipprod(2,mxnprod) position of partially rod nodes

fweight(ng,mxnxy) flux weighting factor

hzf(4) fine mesh size

tlf(ng,3*mxnfine) fine mesh transverse leakage

phi1d(ng,mxfine3) fine mesh solution vector

Table 2.3: Header Files for CMFD Calculations

Name Header file 
Description Primary Variables Variable Description

adj.h adjoint flux variable phia(ng,mxnxy,mxnz) adjoint flux

bicgs.h Krylov solution 
parameters

calpha,cbeta,crho
comega

scalar parameters used in the 
BiCGSTAB algorithm

vr(ng,mxnxy,mznz) residual vector

vp(ng,mxnxy,mxnz) search direction vector

vy(ng,mxnx2m1:mxnxy     
+mxnx2,0:mxnz+1)

preconditioner equation solution 
vector

initvec.h vectors for initial and 
final processing

phii(ng,mxnxy,mxnz) initial flux guess used in restart

dnwi(ng,mxnxy+       
mxnx2,mxnz)

initial CNCC for the west side of a 
node used in restart

Table 2.2: Header Files for Cross Sections and Control Rods
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1 * means the same array structure as the first one defined in the cell

lscoef.h linear system coeffi-
cients

am(ng,mxnxy,mxnz) diagonal element of coef. matrix 

af(ng,mxnxy,mxnz) nu-fission element

scat(mxnxy,mxnz) scattering element

ccw(ng,mxnxy,mxnz)
cce(*), ccn(*), ccs(*)
ccb(*), cct(*)1

offdiagonal elements responsible 
for coupling to west, east, north, 
south, bottom and top neighbors

lufac.h LU factors generated 
from incomplete fac-
torization

delinv(4,mxnxy,mxnz) ∆-1 factor

al(4,mxnxy,mxnz) lower diagonal elements

deliau(4,mxnxy,mxnz) ∆-1U factor

solvec.h solution vectors phi(ng,mxnx2m1: 
     mxnxy+mxnx2, 
     0:mxnzp1)

node average flux solution vector

psi(mxnxy,mxnz) fission source vector

src.h source vectors src(ng,mxnxy,mxnz) vector for RHS of a fixed source 
problem

src0(ng,mxnxy,mxnz) external source vector

sefve(ng,mxnxy,mxnz) effective source to be used in two-
node solutions

Table 2.4: Header Files for Nodal Calculations

Name Header file 
Description Primary Variables Variable Description

adf.h assembly discontinu-
ity factor

sigadf(4,ng,mxncomp) input ADF for the four sides of an 
assembly

adfw(ng.mxnxy,mxnz)
adfw(*),adfn(*),adfs(*)1

ADFs at the west, east, north, and 
south surfaces of a node

Table 2.3: Header Files for CMFD Calculations
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1 * means the same array structure as the first one defined in the cell

anmp.h ANM calculation 
parameters

kflag(mxnxy,mxnz) flag to determine the near-critical-
ity of a node 

nemflag(mxnxy,mxnz) flag for NEM calculation of a node

akratio(mxnxy,mxnz) ratio of kinf to keff

akappa(mxnxy,mznz)
amu(*), ar(*), as(*)1

κ, µ, r and s parameters used in 
ANM calculations

coupl.h nodal coupling coef-
ficients

dfw(ng,mxnxy+mxnx2,
     mxnz)
dfn(*)1

FDM nodal coupling coefficient at 
the west and north surfaces of a 
node

dfb(ng,mxnxy,mxnzp1) FNCC at the bottom of a node

dnw(ng,mxnxy+mxnx2,
     mxnz)
dnn(*)1

correctional nodal coupling coeffi-
cient at the west and north surfaces 
of a node

dnb(ng,mxnxy,mxnzp1) CNCC at the bottom of a node

current.h interface current vec-
tor

curnx(ng,mxnxy+
        mxnx2,mxnz)
curny(*)1

x-directional net currents at the 
west surface of a node and y-dir 
current at the north surface

curnz(ng,mxnxy,
        mxnzp1)

z-directional net current at the bot-
tom of a node

tlx(ng,mxnxy,mxnz), 
tly(*), tlz(*)1

transverse leakage in x-,y-, and z-
directions

plmx1(ng,mxnxy,mxnz)
plmx2(*), plmy1(*), 
plmy2(*), plmz1(*), 
plmz2(*)1

first and second order coeffs.
of the quadratic polynomial for x-
directional transverse leakage, 
same for y- and z-directions

pexco.h even expansion coeff. 
used in NEM

pc(2*ng) even expansion coefficients calcu-
lated in the prior two-node NEM 
calculation

search.h CBC search data srchppm CBC search flag

Table 2.4: Header Files for Nodal Calculations
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Table 2.5: Header Files for T/H Calculations and Cross Section Feedback

Name Header file 
Description Primary Variables Variable Description

coolth.h coolant T/H variables hcool(mxnzth,mxnchan) volume enthalpy

rhou(0:mxnzth,
     mxnchan) 
rhohu(*), u(*)1

junction mass flux, enthalpy flux 
and velocity

qeff(mxnzth,mxnchan) effective volumetric heat genera-
tion rate

fbvar.h T/H feedback vari-
ables

tdopl(mxnzth,mxnchan)
tcool(*), dcool(*)1

ppml(mxnxy,mxnz)

Doppler temperature, coolant tem-
perature, coolant density, and 
node-wise boron concentration

fuelth.h fuel T/H variables tfuel(mxnfr+1, mxnzth,
       mxnchan)

mesh point fuel temperature

hflux(mxnzth,mxnchan)
qvol(*), htcoef(*)1

heat flux, volumetric heat source,
and heat transfer coeff. at wall

tdoplmax max. change in Doppler temp.

power.h nodal and core power plevel, plevel0 current and initial core power nor-
malized to the nominal value

absp(mxnzth,mxnchan)
relp(mxnzth,mxnchan)

absolute and relative nodal power

thgeom.h T/H geometry param-
eters

nchan, nzth # of channels and axial nodes

nr number of nodes in the pellet

ltochan(mxnxy) neutronic node number to T/H 
node number correspondence

hzth(mxnchan) T/H node height

thopdata.h T/H operating param-
eters

powfa nominal assembly power in watt

powlin linear power density

fracdc direct heating fraction to coolant

din, tin inlet density and temperature

thparam.h T/H dimension 
parameters

mxnchan, mxnzth, 
mxnfr

maximum number of channels, T/
H planes, and meshes in pellet

thprop.h T/H property data tc0, rho0 reference cool. temp. and density
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1 * means the same array structure as the first one defined in the cell

Table 2.6: Header Files for Kinetics Data and Transient Calculation Control Parameters

Name Header file 
Description Primary Variables Variable Description

exptrsf.h exponential trans-
form variables

pinv(ng,mxnxy,mxnz)
expo(*)1

inverse period and exponential 
extrapolation factor

kin.h kinetics variables nprec number of delayed neutron pre-
cursor groups

rambda(mxnprec, mxkin)
betalam(mxprec,mxnxy,
             mxnz)

decay constant and delayed neu-
tron faction divided by λ

betat(mxnxy,mxnz) total delayed neutron fraction 

velo(ng,mxnxy,mxnz) neutron velocity

prec(mxnprec, mxnxy,      
mxnz), omegam(*)
omega0(*), omegap(*)1

precursor concentration and pre-
cursor integration factors

psit(mxnxy,mxnz) 
psitd(*)1

fission source at present and old 
time steps

pertb.h external pertubation 
information

npboron, npbanks number of reflection points in the 
time dependent boron conc. and 
control bank positions

tppm(0:mxptr,2) time and value of ppm perturba-
tion

tbank(0:mxptr,2,mxncrb) time and value of control bank 
perturbation
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1 * means the same array structure as the first one defined in the cell

1 * means the same array structure as the first one defined in the cell

trcntl.h transient control 
parameters

time transient time in sec

delt0, delt, deltd initial, current, and old time step 
sizes

gamma time step size ratio

cetak, cetac, cetaf theta values for kinetics, coolant 
and fuel calculations

nordprec order of precursor integration

trip, scram flag for trip and scram

powtrip, delaydel, 
scramdelt

power trip point, scram delay 
from point of trip, and time for 
rods to insert from fully out

rsted restart edit flag

irstfreq, irstadv restart edit frequency and restart 
edit advancement number

decayht.h decay heat parame-
ters

precconc(ndecgrp,mxnxy, 
mxnz)

decay heat precursor density

decalpha(ndecgrp) fission energy fractions

deczeta(ndecgrp) precursor decay constants

Table 2.7: Other Header Files

Name Header file 
Description Primary Variables Variable Description

times.h CPU time data tinit, tcmfd, tnodal, tth,
etc.

CPU times for initialization, 
CMFD, nodal, and T/H calcula-
tions, etc.

Table 2.6: Header Files for Kinetics Data and Transient Calculation Control Parameters
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3.  SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION

The PARCS code consists of many relatively small subroutines and functions. The calling sequence
of the major subroutines are shown in Figure 3.1. These subroutines can be grouped together according to
the functions that they perform. Starting from the driver routines, the following sections describe the major
subroutines of each group. 

3.1  Driver Routines

There are four driver routines which control the calculational flow in PARCS. The driver routines do
not perform any major computation and only call proper subroutines according to the input option or con-
trol logic.

3.1.1  parcs

It first calls the input processing routines, then initializes the neutronics and T/H condition and calls
the steady-state calculation driver, outerss. After the steady-state calculation, it calls the transient calcula-
tion driver, transient.

3.1.2  outerss

It drives the steady-state eigenvalue calculation and controls the fission source iteration logic involv-
ing the inner iteration and the eigenvalue shift.  It calls the Wielandt (wiel) acceleration routine. It also
coordinates the cmfd/nodal/th calculations. It terminates iteration when all the three convergence criteria
are met (eigenvalue, global fission source, and local fission source). Called by parcs. 

3.1.3  outer

It drives the (transient) fixed-source calculation and coordinates the cmfd/nodal/th calculations. It
terminates iteration when the convergence is satisfied for both residual norm and the fuel temperature.
Called by transient. 

3.1.4  transient

It drives the transient Krylov calculation. Called once at every time step. After setting up the tran-
sient fixed source (settfsp) problem, the linear system (setls), and the preconditioner (ilufac2d), it calls the
transient iteration driver, outer. After finishing the iteration, it updates delayed neutron precursor density
(precurs) and decay heat precursor density (upddecay).
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Figure 3.1: Calling Sequence of Major Routines in PARCS
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3.2  Input Routines

The major input routines used by PARCS are listed below.  However, it should be noted that the rou-
tines initth and inittran also perform some input processing.

3.2.1  inputd

This is the driver for most of the input processing.  It processes both the general control information
and the performance parameters, and calls geometry and readxsec.

3.2.2  geometry

The geometry input (e.g. composition and control rod maps and all dimension information) is pro-
cessed by this routine.

3.2.3  readxsec

The base and partial cross sections are processed by this routine.  In addition, if the decay heat option
is turned on, the necessary parameters are processed, and if the Xe/Sm option is turned on the microscopic
cross section data is processed.

3.3  CMFD Solution Routines

The CMFD solution routines are employed to set up a CMFD problem and solve it. They involve
formulating linear systems, constructing the BILU preconditioner, controlling the BiCGSTAB algorithm,
and solving the preconditioner equations.

3.3.1  abi1d  

It finds the inverse of the block triangular matrix for a 1-D row in a plane during the incomplete LU
factorization process. Based on the approximate block inverse (ABI) method and called by ilufac2d.

3.3.2  axb 

It performs a matrix (A) - vector (b) product with the CMFD coefficient matrix which has a block
septa-diagonal (7 stripe) structure. Called by many routines such as initbicg and bicg.
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3.3.3  bicgss 

It drives the BiCGSTAB (inner) iteration for the steady-state eigenvalue calculation. It updates sca-
lar variables and vectors such as flux (the solution vector) and residual. It calls the preconditioner equation
solver, minv. Called by the eigenvalue outer iteration driver, outerss.

3.3.4  bicg   

It performs one step of the BiCGSTAB iteration during the solution of the transient or static fixed-
source problems. It updates the scalar and vector variables, and sets the flags for the convergence check
such as flagr2. It also calls the preconditioner solver minv. Called by the fixed-source iteration driver,
outer. 

3.3.5  factor1d

It finds the incomplete LU factor for block tridiagonal matrices generated during the blockwise
incomplete LU (BILU) factorization process for each plane. Called by ilufac2d.

3.3.6  fdmcoupl

It determines the base nodal coupling coefficients (df*) by employing a pure finite difference
approximation of the interface current. It also incorporates the external boundary conditions into the base
nodal coupling coefficients. Called whenever the nodal diffusion coefficients are updated. 

 

3.3.7  ilufac2d

It performs the blockwise incomplete LU (BILU) factorization for each plane. It calls factor1d and
abi1d. Called whenever the preconditioner needs to be updated.

3.3.8  initbicg

It initialize the BiCGSTAB iteration parameters and vectors. Called whenever the linear system to be
solved is updated by either nodal or T/H calculations. 

3.3.9  minv

It solves a preconditioner equation involving the BILU3D preconditioner. It sweeps from the bottom
plane to the top plane first, then sweeps backward from the top to bottom. For the solution at each plane, it
calls the 2-D solver, sol2d. Called by both bicgss and bicg.
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3.3.10  scalp  

It calculates the scalar product of two given vectors.

3.3.11  settfsp

It performs the temporal differencing, and sets up the time-dependent constants, including the coeffi-
cients from the analytic precursor integration (assuming either linear or quadratic flux variation with time).
In addition, the effective source for the transient fixed-source problem is determined, the conditional nodal
update flag (ifnodal) is set, and an exponential extrapolation of the fission source is performed if the input
option is specified. Called once per time step by transient.

3.3.12  setls 

It sets up the linear system for both the eigenvalue problem and the TFSP. For the Wielandt acceler-
ation and the transient fixed-source problem, the coefficient matrix contains the fission terms, which
makes the matrix less diagonally dominant.  

3.3.13  sol1d

  It solves a 1-D problem arising during the solution of the preconditioner equation. At the given row
in a plane, it first sweeps from west to east, and then sweeps backward. Called by sol2d.

3.3.14  sol2d

 It solves a 2-D problem arising during the solution of the preconditioner equation. At the given
plane, it first sweeps from the northern row to the southern row, and then sweeps backward. It calls sol1d
during the sweep. Called by minv.

3.4  Nodal Calculation Routines

These routines perform the two- (or one-) node calculations based on either the ANM kernel with the
linear fundamental mode approximation or the Hybrid ANM/NEM kernel. Transverse leakages and inter-
facial currents, as well as the correctional nodal coupling coefficients, are calculated by these routines.
nonanm controls the nodal calculational flow.

3.4.1  anmparam

It calculates node property dependent parameters for two- (and one-) node ANM calculations. It
determines the two buckling values (akappa and amu), fast-to-thermal flux ratios (ar, as) and the flag
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(kflag) to determine whether the fundamental mode function is trigonometric (kflag.eq.true) or hyperbolic
(kflag.eq.false). Called by the anm driver, nonanm.

3.4.2  anmfunc

Contains the subroutines used by ANM:  dir2x2, dir4x4, fsncn

3.4.2.1  dir2x2 

 It solves a 2x2 linear system. Called by ANM solvers, nontwoa and nononea.

3.4.2.2  dir4x4 

 It solves a 4x4 linear system by pivoted Gaussian elimination. The 4x4 linear system arises in the
two-node ANM calculation. Called by nontwoa. 

3.4.2.3  fsncn  

  It is a function to determine the sn and cn functions for both the fundamental and the harmonic mode
functions depending on the argument (kflag), and branches to either trigonometric or hyperbolic functions
for the fundamental mode function. Called by ANM routines.

3.4.3  dir2full

It solves a full 2x2 linear system resulting from the NEM equations.  Called by NEM solver nonone.

3.4.4  direct4

It solves a 4x4 linear system resulting from the NEM equations.  Called by NEM solver nonone.

3.4.5  direct8

It solves an 8x8 linear system resulting from the NEM equations.  Called by NEM solver nontwo.

3.4.6  nonanm

 It drives the ANM nodal calculation. It first initialize the ANM parameters (anmparam), net cur-
rents (nonnet), and polynomial coefficients for the transverse leakage approximation (nonplm), then calls
either ANM or NEM two-node or one-node routines according to the value of local near-criticality. The
output of this routine is the corrective nodal coupling coefficients (dn*). Called by both outerss and outer.

3.4.7  nonnet 

  It calculates the net current at each nodal interface. Called by nonanm.
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3.4.8  nonone

  It solves the one-node problem at the external boundaries based on the NEM. It incorporates the
external boundary conditions. The output is the nodal net currents at the external boundaries. Called by
nonanm.

3.4.9  nononea

  Same as nonone but with ANM.  This routine also has the linear fundamental mode approximation
(described in Appendix A) which is to be used if the ANM-only kernel is utilized.

3.4.10  nonplm

  It finds the quadratic polynomial coefficients for the approximation of the spatial variation of the
transverse leakages (and the effective sources). Called by nonanm.

3.4.11  nontwo

  It solves the two-node problem for a given interface based on the NEM. The output is the nodal net
currents at the interface. Called by nonanm.

3.4.12  nontwoa

  Same as nontwo but with ANM.  This routine also has the linear fundamental mode approximation
(described in Appendix A) which is to be used if the ANM-only kernel is utilized.

3.5  T/H Routines

The T/H routines are used to perform the heat conduction and convection calculation. These consists
of water and fuel property data, a local heat conduction solver, a local heat convection solver, and the
steady-state and transient calculation drivers.

3.5.1  fuelprop 

It contains thermal property functions for pellet and cladding material. Function fk, fkc, frhocp, and
frhocpc describe the thermal conductivity of the fuel pellet and cladding, and the volumetric heat capacity
of the fuel pellet and cladding, respectively, as a function of temperature.
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3.5.2  initth

It reads the T/H input data and initialize the T/H calculation parameters such as the T/H-to-neutronic
node correspondence and the mesh structure for the heat conduction calculation. All the state variables are
initialized to the inlet condition. Called once by parcs.

3.5.3  ssth

It drives the steady-state T/H calculation. The relative power distribution from the neutronics calcu-
lation is multiplied by the linear power density corresponding to the input core power level. The heat con-
vection calculation is performed first to determine the axial coolant temperature profile and it is then
followed by the heat conduction calculation. Called by parcs and outerss.

3.5.4  tccaltr

It performs the transient heat convection calculation for a node. The nodal inlet condition is specified
in terms of the mass and enthalpy flux. The outlet conditions as well as the volume condition is calculated
by this routine. Called by trth.

3.5.5  tfcalss

It performs the steady-state radial heat conduction for a node. The volumetric heat source and the
coolant bulk condition are given and the fuel temperature at each mesh point is calculated. Since the ther-
mal conductivity is dependent on the fuel temperature, an iteration scheme is employed such that the heat
conductivity is evaluated using the value of the mesh point fuel temperature at the prior iterate. Called by
ssth.

3.5.6  tfcaltr

It performs the transient radial heat conduction for a node. The volumetric heat source at the present
time step and the coolant bulk condition at the previous time step are given. The thermal conductivity is
evaluated using the most recent value of the fuel temperature. Called by trth and trtf.

3.5.7  trtf

It drives the transient fuel temperature calculation.  This routine is called from transient at the
beginning of the time step to get an estimate of the fuel temperatures to be used in updating the cross sec-
tions.  In addition, to resolve the nonlinearity between the neutronics and fuel temperature calculations,
this routine is called from outer during the iteration process.  It calls tfcaltr.
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3.5.8  trth

It drives the transient T/H calculation. For each node, the heat conduction calculation is performed
first to determine the wall heat flux and then the heat convection calculation follows. The heat transfer
coefficient to be used in the conduction calculation is evaluated using the coolant condition at the prior
time step. Called by transient. 

3.5.9  water155

It contains functions describing water properties at 15.5 Mpa. The functions are cubic polynomials
of one variable and their applicable range spans the inlet and outlet conditions at hot full power. The fol-
lowing describes the functions and their independent variables:

fcond: thermal conductivity vs. temperature

fdens: density vs. temperature

fdensh: density vs. enthalpy

fenthal: enthalpy vs. temperature

fhcap: heat capacity vs. temperature

fhtcoef: heat transfer coefficients as a function of temperature, equivalent diameter, and mass flux

ftemp: temperature vs. enthalpy

fvisco: viscosity vs. temperature

3.6  Other Routines

The subroutines which can not be categorized into the previous four groups are described below.

3.6.1  inittran

  It initializes the transient calculation control parameters. It also initialize the precursor densities.
Called only once after the steady-state calculation if the transient calculation is to be performed.

3.6.2  setppm

It performs the critical boron concentration search.  It is called from outerss, and is performed when-
ever a nonlinear update is performed.
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3.6.3  perturb

It sets the external perturbations for the transient calculation.  Specifically, the control rod movement
(both user input and scram controlled) and the boron concentration change is updated.  It is called from
transient.

3.6.4  ssxesm

It performs the equilibrium Xe/Sm calculation to update the number densities.  The microscopic
cross sections are then updated by calling xsafp.  It is called from both parcs and outerss.

3.6.5  trxesm

It performs the transient Xe/Sm calculation to update the number densities at the beginning of the
transient calculation.  The microscopic cross sections are then updated by calling xsafp.  It is called from
transient.

3.6.6  decusp

This routine drives the rod cusping correction described in Section 7.4.  It is called from both out-
erss and outer.  It calls finetl, set3node, and sol3node.

3.6.7  precurs

 It updates the delayed neutron precursor density at the end of each time step. Called by transient.

3.6.8  wiel

  It updates the eigenvalue and sets up the eigenvalue shifted linear system when the Wielandt acceler-
ation option is chosen. It also sets the convergence flags. Called by outerss.

3.6.9  xsecfb

  It incorporates T/H feedback effects into the nodal cross sections. Called by both outerss and outer.

3.6.10  inidecay

It initializes the decay heat precursor concentrations to zero during the solution of the eigenvalue
problem and solves for various constants used during the calculation of decay heat.  Called by parcs.
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3.6.11  upddecay

It updates the decay heat precursor density for use with the next time step.  Called by transient.

3.6.12  adjoint

It performs an adjoint flux calculation following the steady-state eigenvalue solution, as described in
Section 7.5.  This initial adjoint flux is then used to perform dynamic reactivity edits in both calrho and
fdbkrho.  It is called from parcs.

3.6.13  calrho

It computes the global core reactivity using the initial adjoint flux computed in adjoint.  It is called
from transient.

3.6.14  fdbkrho

It computes the feedback component reactivities as described in Section 7.5 using the initial adjoint
flux computed in adjoint.  It is called from calrho.

3.6.15  rstedit

It writes both initial restart data and time-dependent restart data at some user-input frequency.  It is
called from inittran and transient.

3.6.16  rstinp

If a restart calculation is requested, this routine is called to process the requested data from the restart
file.  It is called from inittran.


